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Seminar Open
A seminar class In the Experimental College on Faulkner’* position In contemporars
literature b. stIll open to all
students, according to WIlthint
Schuent, statilent organizer for
the class. The class meets
Monday at 7 p.m. in the Tutorials Center.
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’Dilemma’ Forum

Profs Voice Protest
Against Gilbaugh Plan

Ex-CORE Director
To Speak Today
SJS’ first conference on the
"Dilemma of the American City,"
begins this morning at 10:30 with
James Farmer, former CORE diector, heading an open forum in
front of the Cafeteria.
A panel discussion will be held
today at 1:30 p.m. on "The Nee
for Education of Minorities," with
Farmer; Dr. Octavio Romano, research anthropologist of behavioral sciences; and Dr. Harold
Hodges, chairman of the SJS Sociology Department, as the key
speakers. The panel will he held in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Farmer, well-known for his participation in civil rights demonstrations across the nation, will
discuss "The Role of Government
in Solving Problems on Minorities"
tonight at his 8 o’clock address
In Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Tomorrow at 10:30 a.m., Farmer will join ranks with Dr. it.
H. Brookins, Los Angeles civil
rights leader, in a discussion and
open forum, "Riots! Cause and
Effect," in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

for college progessors. 31 Improve
the quality of the instructional
A plan by Dr. John Gilbaugh to program, and 4) Improve overall
working conditions for college
help solve the possible fiscal crisis
teachers.
of the California State Colleges has
Gilbaugh said that "some of the
met marked opposition from vari- salient features of the salaryous leaders of campus faculty or- incentive plan would permit the
state colleges instructional budget
ganizations.
Dr. Gilbaugh, the ex-dean of to be reduced and improved upon
SJS, was reassigned to a teaching without discharging a single, reguposition as professor of education lar, full-time faculty member from
last year when his position as any State College or university."
dean of the college was abolished He added that the plan would keep
under the new SJS administra- any faculty member’s salary from
being reduced below the current
tive-reorganizational plan.
By press time Friday, the Daily 1966-67 level. He further stated
had been unable to obtain state- that it would be possible for in-

Tomorrow afternoon at 1:30,
also in Morris Dailey, Saul Alinsky
joins the "Dilemma" forum in a
panel discussion with Farmer, Dr.
Brookins and Sam Della Maggiore,
chairman, Santa Clara County
Board of Supervisors.

By JEFF BRENT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Tomorrow night’s major address
features Don Warden, Oakland attorney and president of the African-Asian Association. Warden
will speak on "Corruption, Riots
and Poverty" in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 8 o’clock.
Wednesday’s program highlights
Ivanhoe Donaldson, assistant national director of the Student NonViolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC), and "Black Power" advocate.
Donaldson will lead an open
forum at 10:30 a.m. on "What
Minorities Expect From the White
Community." The forum will be
held on Seventh Street.
Wednesday evening at 8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium, Donaldson
will deliver his "Black Power" address.

* * *
Symposium Schedule
TODAY
10:30 a.m. Open Forum; James Farmer "What Minorities Can
Expect in the Near Future," Seventh Street in front of the
Cafeteria.*
12:00 noon Lunch; James Farmer Open to students and faculty,
Cafeteria A and B.

1:30 p.m. Panel Discussion; "The Need for Education of Minorities," James Farmer, Dr. Octavio Romano, Dr. Harold
Hodges, Morris Dailey Auditorium.
"Cities and the
Dailey Auditorium
7:00 p.m. Film Morris
Poor No. 2".
"The Role of Gov8:00 p.m. Major Address; James Farmer
ernment in Solving Problems of Minorities," Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
TOMORROW
10:30 a.m. Discussion and Open Forum; James Farmer and Dr.
"Riots! Cause and Effect," Morris Dailey
H. H. Brookins
Auditorium.
12:00 noon Lunch; James Farmer, Dr. H. H. Brookins, Saul Alinsky;
Open to all students and faculty, Cafeteria A and B.

1:30 p.m. Panel Discussion; "Is Welfare Effective? Does It Help
or Hinder the Poor?" James Farmer, Saul Alinsky, Dr.
H. H. Brookins, Sam Della Maggiore Morris Dailey Auditorium.
"The Troubled Cities," Morris Dailey Audi7:00 p.m. Film
torium.
"Corruption, Riots and
8:00 p.m. Major Address; Don Warden
Poverty.’
WEDNESDAY

"What Minorities
10:30 a.m. Open Forum; Ivanhoe Donaldson
Expect From the White Community," Seventh Street.*
to students and
12:00 noon Lunch; Ivanhoe Donaldson Open
faculty, Cafeteria A and B.
"Is the Poverty Program
1:30 p.m. Address; Patty Newman
Improving the Ghetto?" Morris Dailey Auditorium.
2:00 p.m. Panel discussion; "How the Poor Can Improve the
Patty Newman, Ivanhoe Donaldson, Jesse James,
Ghetto"
Dailey Auditorium.
John Antonne Morris
on
Just the Same" Documentary
"Losing
7:00 p.m. Film
the city of Oakland.
Power,"
8:00 p.m. Major Address; Ivanhoe Donaldson "Black
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
In case of rain, this event will be held in HEI.
_

DR. JOHN GILBAUGH
... approves tuition

ments from proponents of Dr. Gilbough’s plan. Individuals who support this proposal may present
their views to the Daily.
"By careful planning and proper
utilization of the human resources
now committed to higher education in California, it is possible to
improve the quality of California
higher education. And it can be
done on a reduced state highereducation budget," Dr. Gilbaugh
has advocated..
LOWER EXPENDITURES

Newman Panel Sees
Abortion as Threat
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
If Newman Center’s panel discussion of abortion, the inaugural
in a four-part forum series, didn’t
produce much argument, it at least
presented a unified front, with all
four speakers coming out against
proposed abortion legislation in
California.
The four panelists, a lawyer,
doctor, Episcopalian priest and Lutheran minister, agreed that state
Senator Anthony Beilenson’s proposal to expand current abortion
laws "is a threat to life itself."
Beilenson’s bill, the discussion’s
main topic, would expand areas
already covered by present abortion laws. The Los Angeles senator would like to see the legal
age for statutory rape lowered to
14, and the category of physical
defects to the child broadened. The
hill has been turned down in committee twice, but is scheduled to
go before the senate during this
legislative session.
LONE TESTIMONY
Mike Smith, San Jose attorney,
declared Beilenson’s bill allows
"the testimony of the girl alone as
sufficient evidence for abortion in
a rape case."
He attacked the bill’s provision
for expansion of laws governing
abortion in case of physical defects to the child. "The bill dws
not define what constitutes a
grave impairment to the child. Is

I.A. Driving
Class Open
Are you a non-driver who wants
to become a driver? Here’s your
chance to learn. Attend the brief
meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 28, at
3:00 p.m. in IA230 and enroll in the
Driver’s
Instruction
Education
course.
The nine-week instruction class
will begin on Monday, March 13.
The class will meet twice a week
for one hour. No college credit is
given fur the cla:,s and there is no
fee for the instruction.
Marland IC. Stasser, professor
of Industrial arts, is in charge of
the program. He added that this
Class has been going on for nearly
15 years.

Dr. Gilbaugh has worked out
1 proposed incentive-type salary
schedule which he says would permit the State College system to
lower expenditures without lowering the quality of instruction.
Gilbaugh’s proposed incentive type
salary schedule plan would have
these features. 1) Reduce budget
It the loss of an arm or sight or requirements for college instrucwhat?" Smith asked the audience. tion. 21 Provide salary increases
Dr. Fred Schlichting, obstetrician and gynecologist, said he
"meets this problem of abortion
every other day."
"In abortion cases, many doctors are trying to pick out a time
when they think a baby is not
worth saving," he said. "Life exists when the heart starts beating
The debate, "Four on the Floor
The electric car is one means of
and we are dealing with human combatting air pollution, accord- vs. The Rheostat or Problems in
life which is worth saving.
ing to the SJS team participating Developing the Electric Auto by
in Friday’s debate. An estimated 1975," was part of the National
ARM ANOLOGY
500 local high school students Symposium on the Electric Auto"I don’t think I have the right crowded Morris Dailey Auditorium mobile held at SJS on Friday
to take a human life in any situa- to hear teams representing SJS and Saturday.
tion," Schilichting continued, and Stanford University discuss
The debate was an exchange of
"Many people say that you cut electric automobiles.
Ideas about the potentials vs. the
off a hand or arm and its a living
"I agree that the economic fac- drawbacks of the electric auto.
thing, but I have yet to see a tors involved in the changeover SJS, the affirmative side, was
hand or arm grow up and go to to electric automobiles are enor- represented by Dr. Frank Agardy,
high school or college."
mous, but the alternative is to associate professor of sanitary enHe also discussed the situation suffocate under a stagnant blanket gineering; William Huckaby, sewhere a mother threatens to com- of polluted atmosphere," declared nior in mechanical engineering;
mit suicide if she is not granted Scott Kennedy, Willow Glen High and Scott Kennedy.
an abortion. He said the risk of School senior and member of the
The negative team, representsuicide is about one-sixth that of SJS team.
(Continued on Page 6)
non -pregnant women.
The Rev. Calvin Tucker, Lutheran minister, declared that
"abortion violates the sancity of
life itself."
Many groups favoring abortion
say it is the only solution for
large families living in poverty.
The Rev. Tucker blasted this position, saying, "We must deal directly with the problem of poverty, instead of trying to solve it by taking a human life."

Polluted Air Eliminated
As Electric Car Comes

dividual faculty member’s salaries
to increase 5 to 8 per cent for the
next three years without requiring a budget rise for instruction
above the 1966-1967 level. This
would be done by restiucturing
the individual faculty member’s
workload, thus eliminating a large
per cent of part-time faculty positions and salaries.
NO QUALITY DECREASE
According to Gilbaugh, the plan
to bring about his reduced higher
education budget without lowering
the quality of instruction is a
simple one based on faculty incentive. Basic to the plan’s success
is the restructuring of the faculty
member’s 15 semester -hour workload, now in effect in a!! the state
colleges of California.
As of the present three of the
15 units of the faculty member’s
workload are allowed for advisement of students, cosimittee work,
and keeping office ho us. Accord
ing to Dr. Gilbaugh, it is within
the latter three units that restructuring is sorely ne2ded. With
regard to the three units, he says
that flexibility will permit a
change in emphasis of the workload of the faculty. He believes that
part of the work’oad of counsel"- sl u I.
ing stu lent c s::: I
the counseling center.
20 PER CENT LOAD
"These three wilts constitute 20
per cent of the lo I -orkload of
r Bec,usc
any given facility
to adit is virtually im;
minister this port.ioa of the workload, it represents a bonanza for
some faculty members, while for
others it has been a heavy burden. The latter group has been exploited by having been assigned
more than a fair share of the advisement of students and other
housekeeping chores without assistance from less conscientious
colleagues," said Gilbaugh.
Under his plan, regular, fulltime faculty members now teaching 12 units could benefit under
the salary incentive plan by picking up an extra three units in addition to the three units of counseling. This would give them on
18-unit load. However, the extra
three units would be strictly voluntary. Those who accepted the
18-unit load would then benefit
with an increase in salary.
According to Gilbaugh, the funds
for the salary increase would come
from the money now allocated to
paying the more than 1,000 full(Continued on Page 8)

SJS Enters Turtle in Race
By JARED DREYFUS
The honor ol SIS now rides
on a rented turtle.
In response to an invitation
from Turf le International ’67, .lerry
Spotter, ASB president, has sent in
entry fees for the event, plus an
extra charge to rent a turtle to
represent 5.15

Ph or-, by Mary Adnrns

striking resemblance to the
’67." Sparti will compete
against turtles representing other colleges by racing down a 35-ft.
ramp into a tub of water on May 6,

THIS ISN’T SPARTI but he bears a
SJS entry in "Turtle International

Turtle International ’67, that SJS
would be unable to field its own
turtle because the turtle trainer
was badly mauled by the team
when he fell off the track during
pract

In order that the hopes of the
students .sot get too high Stroller
went en ,1 say that. "a national
The race will he lick, Saturday, championship is too much to expect
May 6 at American Universily, out of our first race.’
Washington,
The 828 turtle will be given the
Before confusion reigns supreme name "Sparti" at Spotter’s request.
it should be explained that the He also requested that someone
entry fees to Turtle International give "Sparti" a "little push."
’67 will go to support the Muscular
Besides the six dollar entry and
Dystrophy Assoeiations of Ameri- turtle fee, which will come from
ca. But, on with our story.
ASH funds, Spotter sent in a perSpotter explained in a letter to sonal check for Dye dollars to supJack A. Goldenberg, chairman of port Muscular Dystrophy research.

_pso+o by Dane Stout

KEN SHACKELFORD, chairman of the External
Policy Committee, puts forth his ideas Thursday

at the Student Council meeting. He is one of
the chief planners of the controversial editorial

board compromise bill along with Dick Miner,
graduate representative. The proposed board
would consider problems of responsibility, truthfulness, and accuracy.
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By RICK SKINNER
In 1963, a politital pow e.r structure,
r
known as Slit R, 1.ame into pr
iii SJS student wiser
mt.
After a well-orgJelized and delivered
campaign, the SPE R party elected the
ASB president as well as a majority of
members on council.
’lime swiftness anti relative rase of the
SPL It takeover caught a previously apathetic campus by surprise. Within a year,
other political parties had sprung up to
I’
bat the d lllll inance of SPUR.
By 1965. a polarization of political ambitions had clearly taken place, and SPL
battled for ASR supremacy with UNIcol..

Nlattager .... Jack Groban

’1’0%n:tend

Stuff Editorial

Gilbaugh Plan Knifed
quality higher

llow does a state college existin a
reduced budget. raise faculty salaries,
and at the same time maintain quality

defeats the purpo-t

education?
If the problem seems complex. there
is a simple solution to it. at least in

would only put a burden on the alseling servready over.burdened

. Gilbaugh.
the mind of Dr. John
SJS professor of education and ex dean of the college.

priobably

Gilbaugh’s four-fold solution eonsists of:
(I) Permitting full-time faculty to
teach 15 units (nornud instructional
load nil% is 1 2) and paying them 11111re
for doing it.
Dismissing all part -tune and
temporary faculty appointments.
(2)

(3) Curtailing committee work and
academic ails isetnent nouv handled by
full-time faculty.
C1 Encouraging professors to stoop
moonlighting.
While Gilbangh’s proposal may seem
satisfactory to the general public which
in the main has very little concept’
of the nwrhanies of running a college,

Id

another party.

education.
The

increased

ativ isement

answer the questions majors now ask
their departinent ails isers.
to meet
If the college at
these problems by hiring more intik oh Ha is to staff the counseling offices the
tilitney for their salaries necessarily
Si ould decrease the total budget allotted
for personnel. thus siphoning off the
dollars Gilloaugh would use to itirrease
faculty salaries.
Dismissing all part -ti Ole and temporary faculty too gain money for these increase:_ while it may be feasible. din’s
a great iliervire to the college vontW hue it would rid the col-

or

hull are
ill -t
lege of a number
not qualified for their positions, it
persons who, by
also would

irtue of the experience they can bring
to their teaching. are vontributing
greatly to the establishment of quality
eduration on the campus.

claims.

Gilbaugh’s proposal merely plays at
his old prejudices. To a loan who sees

proposal. attacks die very basis of quality education by asking faculty to teach
three more units than they now are
doing.
Dow can an instructor add three
more hours of instruction a week to
his schedule. plus an additional .10 or
so students, and still lw able to give
each class and each student the amount

elee

ice. Too. in many instances the service
would he ill-equipped to

ii lent, at least to this reporter.
that the idea cannot possibly meet its
In the first place. Gilbaugh’s plan,
just like Governor Reagan’s tuition

The competition was intense, but when
s were over. neither part could
demonstrate. a monopoly on student goveminent.
Thf. lesson was clear - - c petition between politital parties. although hem.ficial in that it created healthy controversy, nevertheless tended NO prohibit
large segments of the campus c lllllll’unity
from successful participation in student
government.
Thus, in that year. ASB
to ban
formal politital parties fr
the SJS scene.

loaf!

the system i if!igher education in Califtornia as one in which college administrations are being taken over by faculty members. any plan which would
curtail administrative time professors
devote to faculty activities would be
acceptable.
If the plan also appeared to be a
solue

to rut-rent fi-cal prooblems, it

also would seem a boon.
But Gilbattgh’s plan is not practical.

of attention neeessary for quality instruction. the kind of attention lie

It will

probably did not have tone to give

al

before the addition?

reduced state budget. And it will cer-

more

than

likely not bring

t increased faculty salaries on a

Gilbaugh’s answer, taking away the

tainly not aid in the establishment of

instructor’, three hours of counseling

quality education in the state colleges.

and adv i-eowlit each week and giving
it over to the codlege counseling serv-

It takes only it little common sense
and the ability too reason logically to

ice, is not only impractical but also

see this.

F.M.

The Incredibility Gap

Guest Room

Advisory Concept Offered

tte1.1111t.

Hy JARED DREYFUS
A member of the ASH Council has come

in operation yet and already I hear complaints. These proposed nu.inlors do not

up with an idea that I think is a peach.

represent the people of California. yolt
cry. My answer to that is simple. They
were appointed by the governor, weren’t
they? And he represents tht. people,
doesn’t he?
After we get the editorial board off and
running, I think iii- might well introduce
might
still another new board. This

He wants to create an Editorial Advisory
Hoard that would advise the Daily about
what is newsworthy and what isn’t.
This is stith a swell idea that I think
we shouldn’t limit it to the school level.
I hereby announce my plan for a California State Editorial Advisory Board to "advise" all the major newspapers in the
state.
The board will he composed of appointees of the governor and I would humbly
suggest the inclusion of such notables as
Senator George Murphy, cosmetics millionaire William Penn Patrick, American
Nazi party chief George Lincoln Rockwell

and, just to provide some journalistic
expe.ritnce, William Randolph Hearst Jr.
I do not, of course, advocate giving
these men Ate power of prior censorship.
They will, howtver, advise our newspapers

as to what they consider "newsworthy."
Rockwell. for instance. might feel that
an editorial campaign aimed against the
American Nazi party lacked real reader
interest, lie would then move to have the
campaign halted "in the public interest."
Patrick might object to a series exposing
incredible mark-ups in cosmetics and fantastic profit margins in the industry.
What? My editorial board is not even

be called the Speech Advisory Board. It

would be the duty of this board to decide
If what the students were saying in the
Seventh Street forums is "significant."
They might decide, for example, that
nor/roundfurther discussion of theing the Vienam war would be fruitless
and repetitive. They would then issue a
decree to the students that the war shall
no longer he discussed. They might suggest that the time would he better spent
debating the significance of the Coninmnist party in the American Ittvoltel
Once the Speech Advisory Board is established I envision an Advisory Board
to Religion whose job it would be to
determine what problems are of concern
to churches.
Constitutional guarantees, you say?
What about "Congress shall make no
law ..." etc., etc.? Come on. This is 1967.
That stuff was written more than 150
years ago.

Thrust and Parry

Governor, Car Towing and State Splitting Discussed
Writer Suggests Union
For 7’wo-11 ay Promotion
Editor:
carried two articles on
The Sp.)rtan
Monday, that, while unrelated, should not go
unnoticed since both quite obviously offer a
solution to the other’s dilemma. I refer to
1) the article concerned with the cars that
were towed away parking in a "no parking"
pane and ’21 the article about the "no tuition"
stickers. One needs a slogan; the other, a
"cause."
Why couldn’t Paul Morey, who seems to
have encountered some difficulties in selling
his tuition stickers, order some new stickers
which could read, "No Signs, No Fines." It

ift
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would seem he would have a ready-made
market of 63 (the number of students whose
ears were towed away) and, surely, in this
day and age there are others among the student isoly land faculty?) who w.kuld not pass
up the opportunity to attach themselves to a
worthwhile "cause."
Who knows what sinister motives prompted
this latest outbreak of "police brutality." Was
not there at least one incident which would
provoke a student demonstration? Surely,
among 63 cars, there was at least one bebelonging to a member of some minority
group. A $14 fine (no checks please), after
all, is not to be "dismissed" (no pun intended)
lightly,
S. J. 5111loto
College rersottilei Officer

’Shutting Off the Water’
Misses Important Points
Editor:

I want to compliment the Daily staff on
a fine beginning. All indications point to
the lively, entertaining and vital news coverage semester that editor Jerry Townsend
promised his readers in the first issue.
I feel, however, that the staff editorial of
Feb. 21 was a breach of this promise. The
writer demonstrated a lack of homework and
a lack of understanding of the problem in his
proposal to divide the state.
The writer’s argument is based solely on
the assumption that Northern California is
more liberal than the southern halt’ of the
state. By dividing the state this writer argues

MiNolirry RULE
Although the names of UN It
and
SPUR were foreser relegated to history,
the idea of political power structures was
too lucrative to abandor in principle. The
short-live.d parties had demonstrated the
raw with which small fact. s might
it
It’ the powerful student government

that the north could then become a more

progressive state free of the narrow minded
southern conseivatives. By turning off the
water he seems to say all that is wrong
thith California will be cured. Make the north
a wet heaven and the south a dry hell, he
pro; POWS.
Not only does he fail to analyze the grave
problems of litigation such a split would involve. He fails also to mention any of the
many areas where the fortunes and future
of the state are bound together.
He quickly dismisses the industrial advantage of the south and offers no solutions
as to how the north would "progress" with
the loss of this industrialization.
Although the north is undoubtedly more
progressive and liberal, the writer falls to
note that only two major counties voted for
Brown in the November gubernatorial election. Santa Clara County went for Reagan
by 53 to 47 per cent.
Just this week Santa Clara County voters
showed how pmgressive they really are by
voting down a San Jose City College bond
issue.
Another important point he missed in his
call to "shut off the water" is the fact that
many Northern California metropolitan areas,
including the Santa Clara Valley, are dependent on the Feather River Project and other

sources of water needed by Southern California,Such

an editorial Is neither enlightened nor
progressive. It ia guilty of all the simpleminded solutions to complex problems which
conservatives are so often accused of making.

,

Jim Bailey
A5956

Poem Depicts Governor
’Alone Against Colleges’
TIIE STRIKE
Midway in his life’s journey
Reagan went astray

From the straight road and woke
to find himself
Alone against the dark colleges
wasted beyond belief.
How he came to it nobody
can rightly say
So drugged and loose with power
had he become
When he first wandered from the

ACTING Way.
And lo! he faced a spotted APT,
all tremor and flow
Raging with hunger, its enormous head
held high
As if to strike a mortal terror
Into the very air.
Gaunt and craving, the AFT struck again
and again.
"Oh many the souls she has brought
to endless grief,"
Thus spake the CSEA, the AAUP and
the C’I’A.
But Reagan with such heaviness upon his
spirit wavered back; and still the AFT
pursued, forcing itself against him bit
by bit.
... till he slid back into his ACTING Way.
Sebastian estimating
Asst. Prof. of Foreign Litstwisticiir

SO,

wilily

partie,. were effectia

ly b
tl, the students who had organized
them used Ilu. same principles, in inure
loosely-structured campaigns, to maintain
their hold on ASH govt.
eit.
ill

Last spring. ill all’ 11110 Ilfiltell election
recent SJS history. Ill.’ -gisonln" tif

of SPUR.
UNICOL, clobbered the
and another politival
v had achieved
its goal.
This is not to c
leant the operations

of political power structures. hl a competitive sot.iety, the best will win over the
second best, and a pendulum effect tends
to keep extremists front running off with
the show.
But the point is that small, efficiently
organized factions on campus, if they
desire power enough. can and will dominate ASB gover
Out. The ideal of a
representative student government becomes no inure than another empty slogan
when reality is considered.

With this ever-present possibility of
factional control of stuilt.nt politics comes
the danger of irresponsible people wangling their way into power by just that
method.
INDEPENDENT GADFLY
Up to now, ASH goverium.nt has been
run by conscientious, if sometimes inefficient, student leaders., and the danger
of extremist take over by power-heingry
radicals of any persuasion has not materialized.
But, as long as this threat remains,
there must also remain an independent
check on ASB government.
That check is the Spartan Daily!
If the student newspaper can remain
as guardian of the entire campus’ rights,
student government can never become a
threat to student freedom.
But if ASH government is allowed to
control the policies and perm
I of the.
student itewspaper, as current proposals
coming before council demand, the. students. are left defenseless against irresponsible student government.
If the suggested plans for editorial
boards pass council in either of their present forms. ASB gosernintnt, with a little
effort, emelt! control the editor of the
Spartan Daily.
These plans each intltule giving the
power to re
e and appoint the editor,
and, by simply slacking these ittlitorial
boards, a campus faction could maintain
a lackey as chief policy maker on the
Daily, thus insuring itself of no adverse
criticism from the columns of the student
newspaper.
History has proven that SJS student
government can he monopolized by small

groups. By tacking another, vital power
onto student government, this will only
make control of ASB government the more
lucrative to all student groups.
And if an irresponsible group were to
control ASH. and were guaranteed sinniltaneous control of the Daily, as these proposed hills would do, student freedom at
SJS would follow. into oblivion, the freed
of the student newspaper.

Mfxv
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Starts Today !

to ANNUAL
e SPRING

PRINT SA

Starts Today through March 3rd.
This sale features:
Brush Stroke
Movie Star Posters
Geodesic Posters

Just what the decorator ordered!
Beauty treatment for every room
in your home

at huge savings.

Magnificent, museum-quality reproductions of famous paintings,
including panels from Japan,
posters from Spain! Choose landscapes, seascapes, portraits and
still-lifes by such world-renowned
artists as Degas, Renoir, Van
Gogh, Picasso, dozens of others.
Artists

Featured

VERMEER

KLEE

WOOD

GAINSBOROUGH

PICASSO

CEZANNE

V \N GoGII

REMBRANDT

$1-$2.98
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’Take It Easy’ Second Baseman

Tony HernandezLeader of the Spartan Unknowns
By JOHN JACKSON
Spartan Daily sports Writer
"Hey Tony, take it easy will
you," pleaded an Alumni outfielder after the Spartan second
baseman’s three-run homer had
highlighted a five-run first inning
in this season’s Alumni game.
So Anthony Richard Hernandez,
always friendly and willing to

EUROPE
ONE WAY

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
Paris to San Francisco
August 2 & August 4, 1967
San Francisco to Paris or Brussels
August 31 8 September 3, 1967
A limited number of spaces is
available for faculty, staff.
students of the California State
Colleges
Fare: $225 one way
Tan included
For information:
Office of International Programs
Th. California State Collegs
1600 Holloway Asenue
San Francisco, California 94132
NOTE: FI;ghts ar designed to
take students to Europe for the
academic yearthis is not a
round-trip flight to Europa.

comply with any Seasonable sequest, "took it easy." His next time
he eased up on the Alumni, and
"only" hit a long double, driving
in two more runs.
Next spring it might well be the
Spartan varsity that is asking this
year’s senior second baseman to
"take it easy." But before that
calamity besets Coach Ed Sobczak,
the Spartan mentor has the pleasant prospect of having the 5-11,
165-pound power hitter on his side
’ for one more season.
And that could well be a fine
! season for both the Spartans and
a completely healthy Hernandez.

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
iust present your staff or
ASS card
Cameros
Supplies
Prolectors
Equipment
developing printing
rentals
repairs

can joJe

CAMERA SHOP
NS South First

Last year as a junior. Tony was
second on the team with a .321 batting average and three home runs.
He was easily the most consistent
player on the team, and as such,
was named most valuable player
and co-captain.
All this despite the fact that he
played since Faster vacation with
a painful and heavily bandaged
foot injury.
INJURY HEALED
This year, his injury completely
healed, Tony expects another fine
season, perhaps his best at SJS.
Of course, Sobczak. who gets
few ball players with Tony’s ability, is also hopeful of another
great year.
It is Hernandez’ improvement
that most pleases Sobczak. "Tony
has come a long way since his
freshman year," said the SJS
coach.
"He has gotten stronger, more
adroit and more capable of anticipating situations.
"He has always had power, but

PAUL’S CYCLES
Bikes Are In Vogue

Rediscover Cycling Joy
SALES
RENTALS 1435 Alameda
SERVICE
Ph. 393.1766

now he is learning to control that
power and use it more to his advantage."
During his first varsity campaign
Tony had been somewhat erratic in
the field, but last season he dispelled all doubts as to his qualifications, finishing with a .927 percentage. He made all the required
plays, and a few that bordered on
the spectacular.
For Hernandez, playing baseball
comes as naturally as eating chocolate cake. His father was a member of the old San Francisco Seals
for two years before World War
II ended his short professional career.
"When I got old enough he
bought me a glove, bat and ball
and the rest was up to me," Tony
remembers.
LITTLE LEAGUER
Of couise the elder Hernandez
didn’t leave his son on his own
with his new playthings. He instructed Tony in the use of the
implements, and according to Tony,
He has always been behind me."
As soon as he was eligible Tony
joined organized Little League
ball, and it was while playing there
that he became a second baseman.
Originally a pitcher, Tony was
smaller than most of the other
11 and 12-year olds, and had to
rely on a sharp breaking curve
rather than overpowering fast-ball.
As too often happens with young-

Whatever your area
of study, there may be
a place for you
with IBM.

stets who begin throwing curves
before their muscles are fully developed, Tony injured his throwing arm. For a while he was assigned to second base, "because it
is closer to first base, and didn’t
require much of a throw."
ACCURACY IMPROVES
Although his arm is now completely healed. Tony has remained
a second baseman, and his range
and throwing accuracy have improved each season.
A graduate of Sunset High
School in Hayward, Tony was captain of his school’s baseball team
for three years, and in his senior
year was selected team most valuable player and all-league.
Coming to SJS in 1963, Tony hit
.316 with four home runs in his
first season. Ile followed with a
.286 and three homers for the varsity in his sophomore year, before
having his best season last spring.
Well liked and respected by the
other players, Tony prefers to lead
with his bat rather than his mouth,
and as a consequence, often appears to be the "quiet guy" on the
team.
CONTRIBUTES ’CHATTER’
Nonetheless, he is one of the
team, and contributes his share to
infield "chatter," as well as to
bench rooting when not in the
game.
Ordinarily reserved in his opinions, Hernandez, like most of the
players, is rather outspoken on the
lack of student interest in baseball
at SJS.
"You tell people around here
that you’re a baseball player, and
they think it’s a joke," he explained.
"It hurts a team to have this
kind of lack of interest. You get
the feeling that no one cares, so
why should you care."
Despite the lack of interest and
support, the baseball players go
right on caring and doing their
best to bring a winner to SJS.
And it’s a safe bet that when the
final statistics are in the best of
all the unsung and un-noticed heroes will be a be-spectacled second
baseman named Anthony Richard
Hernandez.
.
.

By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
The "babies" are in bed, and for the first time in three weeks,
11 foreign students can concentrate on their student -athletic endeavors, without hearing the continued squalling of the AAU and
NCAA.
One of the "middle-men" in the field, SJS’ Chris Papanicolaou,
will be able to compete in the National AAU championships in the
Oakland Arena this weekend.
A decision was reached, supposedly, last week when the AAU
lifted its ban on the foreign athletes, saying they could compete in
future sanctioned and closed meets.
Just how safe is Chris and the other foreign students for further consideration in the AAU and NCAA feud?
As was the case for Gerry Lindgren, he has had little, if any,
trouble from either dominant group since he was involved in a
similar squabble two years ago.
Reports out of New York claim the AAU and NCAA came up
with a motatorium. Just what will this moratorium consist of, when
the AAU DID break another "so-called" moratorium which started
the entire mess at the USTFF meet in New York.
The report said foreign students could compete "in both AAU
sanctioned meets and closed events sponsored by the United States
Track and Field Federation." This is exectly the same basis for the
moratorium in the first place.
The big question remainsand unanswered for college or university athletes. Does the student standing include all levels of collegeundergraduate through graduate?
Until this question is answered, there will be loopholes which
Could cause another flare-up.
This writer talked to a Pacific AAU official at the Golden Gate
Invitational a week ago, and that official claimed the sole basis of
the AAU attack was based on the definition of a "student."
"Graduate students are not eligible to compete in closed meets,"
the AAU official contended.
However, USTFF personnel said grad students fall under the
"college student" category. Someone’s wrong and an answer must
be found.
"Two graduate students competed in the USTFF meet in New
York." the AAU officials added, "and this is why the suspensions
occured."
Both the AAU and NCAA are at fault, and when the Senate
Arbitration Panel opens meetings in New York April 6-7 Chairman
Theodore Kheel feels a binding decision will be reached within 10
days.
For Chris, the suspension drop releases him for the big national
event in Oakland. The entire indoor season builds to a peak for the
nationals, and Chris will be shooting for the national pole-vault
championship.
His renewal with Bob Seagren, considered the world’s best
vaulter, will be one of the highlights of the meet.

Rifle Team Sets Record
In Defeating U.C. Davis
The SJS rifle team shot a record
1,440 last week to edge the University of California at Davis in a
high scoring match.
The Antes’ 1,438 mark wasn’t
quite enough to edge the Spartans

as for the first time three SJS
shooters shot above the magic 290
mark.
Sue Meek led the Spartans’
scoring with a walloping 294. She
was followed by team captain Ron
Tambussi and Kirk Clyman with
291 each. Seniors Bob Walton and
John B. Ankunding completed the
SJS scoring with 282 marks.
The victory gave the Spartans
wins over every team in the conference except Stanford, and
moved them into the conference
lead.
In an invitational match last
month SJS out shot a highly regarded United States Air Force
Academy team 1,406 to 1,404.
Next event for Spartan shooters
is the NRA Nationals in which
they will be competing against
every other major team in the nation. In that tournament both Miss
Meek and Tambussi will make a
bid for the golden bullet, which
signifies members of the AllAmerican team.

EUROPE
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the snowy ski slopes of Burlington,
Vermont, to the sun-swept shores of the Vest
Coastand just about everywhere in between
there’s an IBM plant or lab. Seventeen plants
and twenty-one labs at last count, and more
arc being planned every year. So what?

a place for you with IBM.
Career opportunities at IBM include: Research and Development, Engineering, Manufacturing, Finance and Administration, and
Programming.

So ... xvhatever your area of study, whatever
your regional preferences, chances are there’s

Once you’ve decided on your career area,
then you’ll have to make a location decision.
A nice decision to have to make.

From

IBM
Whatever your immediate commitments, whatever your area of study,
sign up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, March 13, 14.
If. for M/111C reason, you aren’t able to arrange an interview, drop us a line. Write to: Manager of College Recruiting,
IBM Corporation, 1424 I’Vihhire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

If our mechanic
thinks he’s through learning
about your Volkswagen,
he’s through period.

AV.
’jibe

From $390
inc. tax

It’s very easy for a Volkswagen mechanic

to think he’s a big know-it-all.
After all, how much do you hay 0 know
about a car that seemingly Dever changes?
Lots.
The Volkswagen changes all the time. (Over
5,000 times in the past 19 years.)
So every two years, we send our mechanic
off to one of 14 fully equipped VW training
centers. To major in VW changes
And if we happen to get a
mechanic who happens
to think things haven’t
changed that much, we
lay down the law.
No education.
No remuneration.

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGEN
1560 North First Street

286-13800

Jet Round Trip
Chartord Flight
From Las Angeles
to London:
via 707 Jut

Jews 13.
Sept. S

From San Jose
to London:
via 707 Jut

Jan. 27.
Aug. 7

From Oaliland
to Brussels:
Via 707 Jet ($437)

Jun* 17Aug. VP

(fnr state college students, faculty and their immediete families)
Call or Write
Prof. David Mage
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 9 p.m.
Air and Land arrangements by:
SAN JOSS TRAVEL SERVICE
333 S. First Street
217-5000
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Swimming Nice Guy I ’USF Dons Fall 73-69
Tiger in the Tank
Spartan Basketballers
By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
"Steve is an easy-going, jovial
boy who is impossible to dislike.
But in exact contrast, when he
takes to the water during a race
he is a fierce competitor who
knows the value of winning.
"Became of this combination he
will make an ideal teacher and
coach, the type that we as parents
hope to have instructing our
youngsters."
These are
the words
that
flowed from Spartan Swim Coach
Tom O’Neill when he was queried
about the character and personality of his most versatile merman,
junior Steve Hoberg.
Continuing his evaluation of the
husky towhead from Hermosa
Beach, the Spartan mentor added
a tale that best illustrates the
likeability of Steve to his fellow
swimmers.
"We were traveling to an out-oftown meet when one of the boys
suddenly stated that he would
sure like to meet Steve’s parents,
and spend some time with them.
I asked why and he replied that
because Steve is such a happy-golucky, likeable guy, just think
what his parents must be like."
GENERAL ATTITUDE
This is the general attitude of
most of Steve’s acquaintances, but
one should not be misled into
thinking the athlete doesn’t have
his serious side.
Majoring in math, Steve is aiming at instruction at the high
school level and coaching swimming and water polo.
To many, Hoberg’s goals may
appear to be rather high, but not

SCREEN
SCENES

to Steve because of his love and
ability in both sports. O’Neill
stated, "Hoberg is my most versatile swimmer in that I can enter
him in any of the events with
the exception of the breaststroke,
and he will earn points."
The fact that he placed in three
races plus swam a leg of a second place relay team in last year’s
NCAA finals, displays that Steve
is O’Neill’s "do-everything" performer. He was clocked at 2:04.9
as runnerup in the ’200-yard individual medley, and placed third
in both the butterfly and backstroke events.

GLORIOUS
MUSIC...
ALL me

Sophomore guard Bob South received his official baptism into the
WCAC Saturday night in Civic
Auditorium when he sank six free
throws in the last two minutes to
give the Spartans a big 73-69 win
over the University of San Francisco Dons.
It was the Spartans’ third
WCA(’ win and the third straight
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South began his frequent trips
to the foul line when the Dons
attempted to slow the Spartans’
semi-stall when SJS was holding
a precarious 64-62 lead with only
1:17 remaining.
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TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 28
ONE DAY ONLY

FOX THEATRE
345 South First,
293-7007
Student and Faculty Rates
Matinee 2 p.m... $1.25
Evening 8:30 p.m... $1.75

STUDIO
292-6778
396 South First
"Night of the Generals"
end
"Appaloosa"
Student Die
t Rates

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

SPECIAL
PLAIN SKIRTS

to get an early rest via fie fouls,
but scored several key shots before
leaving. The lanky SJS reserve
tallied three field goals in the first
half when the Spartans were starting their scoring drought to keep
SJS close to the Dons.
Glines said before the game that
in order tor SJS to beat the Dons,
"we would have to minimize our
ball control errors."
The Spartans took note of the
statement and committed only five
in the televised game.
Schlink led the SJS scoring attack with 19 points with Meyer
adding 18 and Clegg 10.

State Book Shop

-Photo by John Morrill

UP FOR TWO - Bill Clegg scores two points against the Santa
Clara Broncos in a game played Thursday night, while teammates Steve Schlink, (30), Jim Meyer and Robin Durand, (32),
try to assist. Clegg scored, but the Spartans needed one more
basket as they lost 75-74 to the Broncs.

Divot-Diggers Clear First
Big Hurdle of New Season

EAST

Bulldogs’ Larry Anderson 2-1 and
Tom O’Kane of SJS followed with
a 3-0 whitewashing of Bruce
Saunders. The Spartans’ Ken Slasor dropped a 3-0 decision to Joe
Ward and Craig Harmon also lost
3-0 to Tim Macy.
Dick McClean of SJS decisioned
Pete Dozier in the final match
of the day, 3-0.
SJS also won the best ball competition 6-3.

WEST
EUROPE

at COPE-

McPHETRES
5/.98

HENKE BUCKLE Reg. 65.00

4918

Sc

1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

JUNE 18 to AUG. 27

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

TOUR: 75 Days

Alex Cleanser

Sc
29c

9,099 t;

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

Swifter.
England F
Monaco Italy
land
Denmark
Holland
Austria
Finland West
Sweden
listrinany
East
Germany
Poland
Yugoslavia
Czechoslovakia
Soviet Union
Helloed and
Hungary
Belgium:

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.

297-8000
San Jos. Travel Service
223 S. First St., San Jos.

10th & Taylor

6th & Keyes
13th & Julia.

ALL DOWN PARKAS

25% off

KOFLACH BUCKLE Reg. 52.50 36.88
KOFLACH

Reg. 34.95

ALL OTHERS 331/2. OFF

26.811

POLES

JR. BOOTS
KOFLACH

Reg. 32.50

25.1111

Reg. 22.50

17.88

Reg. 16.95

9.61

20% off
BOOT TREES

$2.19 and up

AFTER SKI BOOTS
JR. SIZE

Reg. 8.95 Now 4.88
Reg. 10.95 Now 3.18

A&T LEATHER
Rog. 12.95 Now 7.88

GLOVES & MITTS

VINYL FLEECE LINE
Reg. 6./5 Now 3.88

20% off

All Others 25% Off

SAVINGS FROM 30%

2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c

4th & William

PARKAS

BOOTS
STROLTZ Reg. 99.50

SKI PANTS

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c

Crest large size

WIDEST RANGE OF SPORTING,
ATHLETIC AND MARINE SUPPLIES
IN SANTA CLARA VALLEY

OVER 400 PAIRS NAME BRAND SKI PANTS
MUST BE SOLD!

10c

3 Hershey Bars

297-4797
389 S. First St.
Open Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday until 6 p.m.

SKI SALE

CIGS
15’
Kleenex

CALL

292-1052

OPENED SECOND HALF
Jim Meyer opened the second
half with a layin that put SJS
ahead and the biggest lead either
team could hold was the five-point
spread held by the Spartans with
only 33 seconds left.
"We didn’t handle their motion
plays at times," Dan Glines said
after the game. The head coach of
SJS added, "We were surprised
by some of their maneuvers.

Robin Durand hit a long set shot
to start SJS on a string of 10
points while holding the Dons to
only two and moved to within one

For Free Folders
and Information

Golden West Cleaners

point, 33-32, at halftime.
Clarence Denser capped the
Spartan rally with a driving layin
from a fast break with only one
second showing on the clock.

ENJOY BROWSING?
TRY US...

$1,498

Now 69c

South tallied both shots on the
one-and-one situation, giving the
Spartans a four-point lead, but
Kim Kellenberg fired a short jump
shot for USF.
The over-anxious
Kellenberg
fouled South in the backcourt
when the SJS guard was attempting to bring the ball upcourt and
South made the first shot but
missed the second.
Kellenberg tur ned offensive
again and drew a foul from Steve
Schlink but could make only one
of two charity tosses, closing the
lead to 68-65.

I.

From
West Coast

Regular 96c
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"It was also important for as to
In the preliminary game, the
get upcourt fast, Our guards Spartababes made it a clean sweep
did a great job and our fast break by defeating the Don fresh 78-64
resulted in many key laying."
with Dave Malkin leading SJS
Meyer, who has turned into the with 19 points. Coby Dietrick
tonic the Spartans needed to start scored 14, Joe Salmi 11 and Bernie
rolling, turned in another outstand- Veasy 10 in the balanced attack.
ing performance in the scoring column and on the boards.
"Both Meyer and Schlink did a
Add beauty to your
great job on the boards which
shoes. lake them tostarted the fast break."
ECONOMY
"Jim has really been consistent
SHOE REPAIR
The Spartans and Dons opened for us," the praising Glines stated.
294-9929
43
Santa Clara
the game slowly and USF built a
Bill Clegg was the first player
quick eight-point lead before the
Spartans could get regrouped. S3S
went into another of their scoring
droughts late in the half, going
three minutes without adding to
their point total. Bill Clegg had
scored a jump shot to make the
score 23-20 in the Don’s favor, but
USF ran off seven points before
Rick Carpenter scored on a free
throw.

Other high scorers were John
Melvin and Rich Artis. Melvin
scored 25 as his Vandals dropped
The first large hurdle of the
the Super Sophs, 69-37. Artis paced year was cleared by the SJS golf
Sigma Nu to a 58-18 win over team Thursday,
when
Jerry
Sigma Epsilon with 20 points.
Vroom’s linIcsters scored an imOther results and high point portant 14% to 12% win over a
men were: Zeros 32, Theta Chi 23, strong Fresno State.
It was the second win in two
Dan Darling-11; Fat Angeles 49,
Laundrymen 35, Cris Neille-16; outings for the Spartans this year,
FSP’s 43, ICBM’s 26, Rick Russo- and the first loss for the Bulldogs
13; Sigma Epsilon No. 3 33, Acacia in four matches.
Playing on the Fort Washington
No. 2 10, Dennis Jacobs-- 10.
Toad Hall 26, Green Machine 13, course in Fresno, Ross Randall
Larry Bell-8; Alpha Tau Omega dropped a 2%-1/2 decision to Jerry
39, Delta Upsilon 37, Craig So- Herd of Fresno State. To open the
brero-14; Sigma Alpha Epsilon matches Randall fired a two-under
53, Pi Kappa Alpha 34, Russ Brad- par 70 on the difficult course, but
ley--14; Lambda Chi Alpha 39, Herb scored a 68,
Bob Eastwood put the Spartans
Delta Sigma Pi 37, Greg Michon the winning trail, dumping the
aels-9.
Kappa Sigma forfeit over Sigma
Chi; SAE No. 2, 30, Delta Sigma
Pi 27, Roger Allen-12; ATO No.
2, 41, Lambda Chi Alpha 22, Mike
Whitlow --12; Sigma Nu No. 2, 34,
Delta Upsilon No. 2 29, Bill Hoffman --17.

1.967

Return to Victory Trail

FOULED AGAIN
Dennis Black, the game’s leading scorer with 27 points for USF,
intentionally fouled South and the
little guard made his last trip of
the night to the line and calmly
put the eventual winning points on
the scoreboard.
Charlie Dullea put USF within
two points at 71-69 with 15 seconds remaining, but Sch1ink put
the game out of reach with a pair
of free throws with only four seconds left.

BASKETBALL
Dave Mercer’s 36 tallies sparked
Theta Chi to a 76-37 trouncing of
Sigma Pi to highlight last Thursday’s Intramural Basketball play.

GLOWING
HEART

25 S. 3rd Street

loss for USF, knocking the Dons
out of second place.
The nip-and-tuck game saw the
lead change hands several times in
the second half after SJS had
taken the lead shortly after the
half began.

CONSISTENT
This year he has been a consistent double winner in the individual medley and butterfly. The
backstroke, the event that could
possibly be his best, has been
avoided this year by Steve beteam’s overall
the
cause of
strength at that position.
Water polo is the other sport
that occupies most of the junior’s athletic time. This past season he was one of Coach Lee
Walton’s top scorers and was
awarded an All-American honorable mention.
The seriousness that Hoberg has
acquired since his arrival at SJS,
could rise from additional responsibilities in the form of a wife,
Drynne, and a two-month-old son,
Todd. This additional load has
made his more intense about his
future, but it has erased a dream
that he has had since his early
days of swimming.
The Olympic Games is a dream
that fills the head of most American boys at one time, but Steve’s
ability has kept the hope in sight.
But, the responsibilities that have
come with the family make it
close to inpossible.
"I think I would have a chance
for 1968 if I could devote the time
to one event, but my family makes
it impossible. Also there are so
many youngsters who pop up out
of nowhere every Olympic year,"
Hoberg stated.
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By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
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TO 507o

SUNGLASSES
AND GOGGLES

SET SNUG

LONG JOHNS

Req.
1.50 to 3.50

$2"

99c

Reg. 3.95

DUO FOLD 20% OFF

Reg. 4.95
Reg. 3.95
Reg. 2.95

Now
$7.98
$5.98

NYLON

WIND SHIRTS
With Zipper
Reg. 5.95

$295

FROM $1" UP

TURTLE NECK
T-SHIRTS

CAR RACKS
Reg.
13.95
21.95

SWEATERS
ALL WOOL IMPORTS

SKIS
OUTFIT
Wood Northland
Combo with Ski Binding
and Poles

$3.88
$2.49
$2.19

VOLOCITE

COMBO
OUTFIT
REG. 57.96

:315
New $3669

$34"

COPE-McPHETRES
2931 EL CAMINO
243-2111
SANTA CLARA
Open Thurs.-Fri. 9-9; Sat. 9-6
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Spartaguide

EDITOR’S NOTE: Publicity
chairmen for all orgtudzatione
are requested to include the full
club musses and title of all speakers for club meetings. The
Spartan Dails cannot run an. int nts if informetion Is
not complete. Information should
be typed or printed on Spartaguide Announcement silp available In the Spartan Daily Wilt*.
Desulline for slips to be returned
le 1:30 on the day before the
event is scheduled.

members invited. A lecturer will
speak on bay area conservation.
Amerhan Marketing Atlittlellt.
t ion, 6:30, Mario’s Smorgy at Story
and Kings Roads. J. Parket, IBM
project for employment, will speak
on "Function of Personnel Depart ment."
Alpha Phi Omega, National
Service Fraternity, 7:15 p.m., faculty cafeteria. Formal rush meeting for all interested students.
Dr. Robert Clark will speak.
Wesley Foundation, 12:30 to
1:20, St. Paul’s Church at South
TODAY
Tenth and San Salvador. Lunch
Humanists on Campus, 7:30 p.m., 135 cents1 and discussion.
C11149. Organizational meeting.
Will begin work on abortion sym- TUESDAY
Sigma No Alpha, 2:30, HB207.
posium.
Rally ConunIttee, 3 p.m., College Special meeting for all nursing students. Miss Grace Wallis, assistant
Union.
Experimental College, Seminar national director of the Nurses’
in Faulkner, 7 p.m., Tutorials Cen- Christian Fellowship, will speak on
ter. Dr. John Galm will preside. "Meeting the Spiritual Needs of
Circle K International, 5 p.m., the Patient."
385 E. Williams, No. 18. Board
meeting and election of new vicepresident and director.

Job Interviews

TOMORROW
Circle K International, 1:30 p.m.,
1 [El. All students and prespective

Engineers Wanted
The City of Los Angeles Water
and Power will be on campus,
Wednesday, March 8 to interview
students for summer employment.
All electrical, mechanical, civil and
sanitary engineering majors who
will have completed their junior
year by summer are urged to see
Mrs. Keller in the Placement Center to sign up immediately for an
appointment.
United States citizenship is re-

June and summer graduates,
may sign up for appointments
daily In the Placement Center.
ADM234.
WEDNESDAY
Caterpillar Tractor Company,
Business majors with technical minors and engineering majors
wanted for manufacturing operations in San Leandro,
Humble Oil. Civil, electrical, industrial, and mechanical engineering, liberal arts, business, marketing and economies majors wanted
for exploration, production, manufacturing, research and development and sales engineers.
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company.
Business
administration,
marketing,
industrial
management, accounting, finance, liberal arts, and industrial technology
majors wanted for sales managen ) ent, retread production, roan-

Press Delegation
Attends Convention agzettnet. . creind’Ltrpoic.lacontroT10.yrnak.

ens. Industrial and mechanical enFour SJS journalism students
gineers wanted for industrial enparticipated in the 18th annual
gineering,
manufacturing
engiCalifornia Intercollegiate Press Asneering.
sociation convention at the Senator
Continental Can Company. InHotel in Sacramento last week- dustrial, mechanical, and electriend.
cal engineering and industrial manJerry Townsend, Spartan Daily agement majors wanted for aseditor; Jack Groban, advertising sist ant manufacturing engineers,
manager: Rick Skinner, news edi- manufacturing departments, astor: and Steve Ames, fall Sparta sistant supervisors, inspection suLife editor, were delegates to the pervisors, purchasing supervisor,
convention which featured Jesse
salesmen and industrial engineerUnruh. speaker of the assembly,
ing.
Hugh Burris, president pro tern of
the senate, and Lt. Gov, Robert
Finch.
A panel discussion of "Control
of the College Press" brought together Annette Buchanan, from
the University of Oregon; Dr. Robert E. Burns, president of UOP;
Richard Hafener, from U.C. of
Berkeley; and Dr. Kenneth Devol,
professor of journalism at San
Fernando Valley State College.
Miss Buchanan was fined for contempt of court last spring for
failing to reveal sources for a
story on marijuana while editor
of the U. of 0. Daily Emerald.

’Oppose Every Item of Gilbaugh Proposal’ ACSCP
(Continued From Page I)
time equialent positions budgeted
to staff the instructional program
and the 200 equivalent full-time
positions. By eliminating them
from the budget, he said, their assignments would be picked up by
the remaining 800 full-time faculty members who would realize an
increase in pay.
In response to what would happen to the displaced part-time
faculty, Gilbaugh said they could
be utilized in college and university
extension programs, teaching in
junior college evening programs
and for consulting in business and
Industry,
Initial faculty opposition to Gilbaugh’s plan came from Dr. Ralph
Bohn, Dr. John Thaw and Dr.
James Clark,
DISMISSAL
Prime bases of opposition were
raised on the points of dismissal
of part-time faculty members, increasing the full-time equivalent
load to 15 teaching units and reassigning faculty counseling duties
to the College Counseling Center.
Dr. Bohn, president of the SJS
local of the California State Em-

ployees Association ((NEM and
Industrial Arts Department chairman, conunented, "Part-time faculty members are essential to the
programs of many departments of
the college." He noted that many
departments rely on these parttime faculty members to keep the
various departments in touch with
what is being done in their respective fields.
STATE RATIO HIGH
Of the FTE teaching load increase to 15 units, Dr. Bohn commented that the State Colleges of
California already rank near the
highest in the nation In equivalent
teaching loads with a 17.7 to 1
student-teacher ratio.
Dr. James Clark, local president
of the Association of California
State College Professors (ACSCPI,
noted that "the ACSCP would certainly oppose every item of his
(Gilbaugh’s) proposal."
Dr. Clark noted that "his (Gilbaugh’s) proposals for the 15-hour
work load seem to be based on
the as.sumption that the present
teaching load is not a full one,"
and continued, "I would think that
this assumption is false for the

Electric Automobile Debate
Produces Varied Views

majority of State College instructors.
Of the dismissal of part-time instructors, the English prof commented, "Many of the departments have to rely on part-time
teachers because the salary scale
does not allow us to compete in
the industrial market for full time
faculty,
"It seems by these proposals,
that he doesn’t understand the
needs of higher education," Dr.
Clark said.
Gilbaugh’s proposal that part of
the faculty counseling load be reassigned to the Counseling Center
met opposition from Dr. Richard
Thaw, president of the SJS local of

the California College and UrnAssociation
Faculty
versity
(CCUFA1 of the CTA.
Thaw stressed that the greater
part of an instructor’s responsibility rests in the counseling he
gives his students. "Counseling
can’t be and should not be di-
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SMART STUDENTS SAVE
UP TO 55%
ON CAR INSURANCE
25% discount for students with
3.0 averag during the FALL
SEMESTER.
10% discount for driver’s training.
for compact
10% discount
can.
for
two cars.
107,, discount
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Aug. 31

TWA

June 15

AAL-Iberia

June 17

World

Aug. 29

Classic Brogues
in a Class
by Themselves

June 20

AAL-Iberia

Aug. 31

June 13

Continental

Sept. 5

June 21

AAL

Sept. 5

CALL PHIL WHITTEN
297-5527

Spartan Daily Classifieds

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

_

HONDA 90, ’66, with I year free insur.
ance. $300. Call 287.0378 after 5 p.m.
’62 VOLVO B-I8 Super Sport. Radio and
heater. Call after 4 p.m. weekdays, 2949718.

RENT A TV. Free delivery, Free Service.
No contract, call Esche’s, 251-2598.
TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.

1960 FIAT 500, with sunroof & cheese
grater. $185. Call Gary, 295.4516. See at
565 S. 6th St.

CLEANING CENTER
266 E. Santa Clara
(next to L. , KA1rLet)

’59 PORSCHE ENGINE, 1600N. $450.
Excellent condition, bolts into VW. Write
14 W. Main *4, Los Gatos.
’66 TR4A, white with black top & into.
nor. Excellent condition. $2350. Call
297.8369. Jerry.
’62 CORVAIR MONZA, 4 speed, bucket
seats, radio & heater. $800 or best offer.
Clyde Evans, 294-6019.

Something to think
about . . .

21 & MARRIED. Liability, property damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.

7Nwst,

EXQUISITE, REASONABLE typing: book
reports, compositions, theses, etc. Done
at home of Miss Carey, 293.4700.
0 draw
AN’ XFFT TAI
HE ac1uge6

MARF,
A CLA55 FROM RtZoc
go t-cuP You CAN HAVZ121.X

Egg

FOR SALE 131
’Ns

U.S. DIVERS’ SCUBA tank and backpack. 2 -stage, single hose regulator.
$110. Call 967-2164. Ken.
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER with case, elite,
like new. $40. Call after 6 p.m., 379-0173.

1.

For proof see ad
nest Monday

Beefy, authentic brogues -traditional styles that
laugh off the roughest wear you can give them.
Deeply grained leathers, fully leather lined, full
storm welt. Long -wing brogues will always be right,

Horace Greeley did not
originate the phrase,
"Go West Young

Man."

but seldom so specially priced.
A WORTHMORE SHOE... $19.95

It wes published ,n
nditoriel
by John L. D. Soul* in the Terre
Haute Express in 1851. Horace
Greeley used the phrase in a letter
in 1854. VOYT’S NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PRACTICAL
QUOTATIONS, p. 640.

Opel, Mon. thrir hi Ra m.7p.m.
Sat. 9a.m.-5p.m.

WANTED: HARMONY 1260 Guitar,
under $60. Bill Norell, 293-8866. Call
after 6 p
WOOD SKIS, 185 cm. Excellent cond.
with bindings: only used twice, $30 or
best offer. 286-3629, Lynn.
MUST SELL 200 cm. Persenico Combi
Metal Skis, Tyrolia step-in heel release
bindings. Olympic Poles, $65. Koflach
Buckle Boots. 91/2M. $40. All used twice.
287-1887.
HELP WANTED 141
CREW MANAGERS. Port time. Hope
Chest Plan. Salary & commission. Apply.
1060 Willow, Room 3. 286-3193.
PART TIME sales, commission, with Best.
lineProducts. Call 264.7389 5-7 p.m.

FI_,ORSHEIM
SHOE SHOP

Students 10% off with ASE1
cards (with esception of
specials)
eej,
^N.e.

Sept. 6

after
6 p.m.
performance of electric cars, and
PAUL SCOLA
the disturbing effect on the econState Farm Insurance Agent
ing Stanford University, consisted
342 S. 11th St., San Jose
omy of the nation, as the prime
Res: 266-5908
of Dr. Jim Adams, associate proOffice: 378-4123
arguments against the proposed
fessor of mechanical design; Ralph
automobiles.
************************
Kimball, senior in electrical engineering; and Miss Sandy Roberts,
"Miss Teenage America" and Samuel Ayer High School senior. Prof.
Richard Pefly, head of the University of Santa Clara Mechanical
Engineering Department, served
as moderator.
MEN, LARGE, cheerful rooms, single or LARGE 3 -ROOM, furnished apt. $115 WANTED 2 FEMALE roommates to slier.
Many topics were discussed durANNOUNCEMENTS 111
double, wall to wall carpet. Private en- mo. includes all utilities. Girls or couple. spacious, modern apt. I block from cerning the debate, including air pollupus. $45 mo. Call 286-3417.
595 S. 9th. Call 259-1547.
trance. 406 S. 11th St. tion, depletion of natural resources, $399.50 JET Los Angeles to Paris June
clean with kitchen
includes GALS ONLY. room & board, $75/mo. 1 OR 2 MALE roommates for 2 bdrm. at DOUBLE APTS. Very
London,
7
from
Sept.
return
15,
economics of change, and traffic
$30 for 2. privileges. Reasonable, 666 S. 5th St.
4-wk. study course at Alliance Francaise Unapproved house: near campus. 565 S. Royal Lanai Apts. $40 for I,
Own room. 259.8399.
congestion. The SJS team based Paris. Alternate flight to Amsterdam 5th. Phone 297-9742.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
its main plea on the rising prob- June 26/Sept, 5. Dr. French (415) LA I AND 2 bedroom apartments, pool. Two GIRL WANTED to share spacious 1 bed- apt. with one girl. Near campus. Contact
2nd
286.6666 after 5 p.m.
S.
one
other.
751
with
room
apt.
Travel
c/o
Sierra
write
6-9122
or
Inc’’ blocks from campus. 576 S. 5th St. 293.
lem of air pollution. According to
*13. Call 286.5670.
Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, 1445.
2 QUIET STUDENTS, pvt. home 2 blks.
Prof. Agardy, breathing for one 9875 Santa
PLAN a nice vacation. Rasp. ROOM FOR TWO with or without kitch- 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to SJS. Oriental, Indian food. Kit. Priv.?
hour during a metropolitan traffic PROFS:
coll. grad. will care for your home June en. Men or women. Also room for one share spacious apartment for rest of se- Rees. 50 S. 2nd, Apt. *3.
jam is equivalent to smoking two 1 to Aug. 31. Call 867.0201.
mester. Call 287.1637.
TWO BEDROOM, furnished Apt. Two
man only. 426 S. 7th St.
packages of cigarettes.
TWO BEDROOM apartments with va- MEN-CLEAN rooms with kitchen priv- Blocks from SJS. Quiet. See ot 545 S.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
cancies for I or 2 people. Furnished. See ileges. Close to campus. $30-35 mo. 617 7th or coil 291 1188.
Over 50 per cent of all pollutS. 6th or 638 S. 5th. 292-3646.
at 495 E. William St., Apt. *I.
ants dumped into the air in this ’64 VW, stereo tape player, wood dash,
LOST AND FOUND 161
for FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for house.
country come from automobiles. heavy duty clutch, & more. Escellent con- ONE OR TWO female roommates
large 2 -bedroom apt. Either $40 or $60 $40 month, with own room. Must have
stated Dr. Agardy. However, he dition. Must see. License pd. 287.6710, mo. Over 21, Sandi, 297.7621.
LOST: CHECKBOOK with blue cover.
chest of drawers. 292-7862.
Reward. Vicinity Speech & Drama Bldg.
added, this figure may be as high after 5, 294.4871.
Call Bob, 251-1913.
as 90 per cent in some areas, as VW BUS, ’64, radio, heater, 10 passenger, 50 hp, excellent condition, $1507.
LOST: SMALL white cat, 2 black spots
it is in Los Angeles.
Call 377-5476 after 5 p.m.
top of head. Phone 286-3595 or 297-4438
The Stanford team cited poor ’41 CHEVY pick up with camper, rebuilt
or return to 277 S. 4th. Reward.
52 engine, four speed, good tires, $275.
LOST: SILVER bracelet, approx. 12, 4/8"
294-9617.
shield charms from Europe. Sentimental
GRAN SPORT, ’66 Buick Yellow with
rre
’
value. Reward. Call 296-2546 after 6 p.m.
vinyl top, 445, 4-speed stick, positrac.
tion. 15,000 mi. Factory warranty. Excel.
LOST: MEN’S 3/.. length tan wool over_
c .4)
lent shape, must sacrifice. 244.5418 or
coat. Wed. night, Feb. 15 at Co-Rec.
-t
294-5707 at night.
Reward, Call 298-1012,
RED ’65 VOLKSWAGEN. Radio, heater.
Sunroof & very clean. Asking $1450. Call
PERSONALS 171
after 8 p.m. 292.-2359.
TRIPPED-OUT kick artists, Folk Rock,
’62 FORD GALAXIE, 2 door hardtop.
Blues Musicians wanted for musical
V.8, std. transmission, radio & heater.
Methedrine maneuver. 354-1404.
$975 or best offer. 967-2615.
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
1954 OLDSMOBILE, 2 door hardtop; all
Over. George Larirnore, 354.1273,
power, radio, heater, new battery. 382 S.
10th, 287-0934.
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Last Week’s Proof:

Aug. 7

Continental

June 14

(Continued From Page 1)
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vorced from teaching," he said.
The SJS prof cautioned against
the "dangers" of detaching counseling from the teachers.
"Counseling Ls an integral part
of teaching- if it is taken out, we
would be teaching numbers - we
must teach individuals," he said.

71 S. let St., San Jane
3059 Sterens Creek BR&
Stevens 1:reek Plate
VALIDATED PANNING
Gay en’i Berber Shop
DOWNTOWN sk N it
Hours: 9 in 9 Mon. & Thurs. Hours: 9:30 to 9:30 wkdays.
9 to 5:30 Taw., Wed., Fri., Sat.
9:30 to 5:30 S.I.

r/NefflOWNMWMAWN4

MATH TUTOR for 8th grader. Student
able to put across new math. Call 294,3502 before 10 a.m., after 3 p.m.
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES for new San
Jose nightclub. Must be 21. Contact Mr.
Finder. 292.2596,
GIRL NEEDED to cook dinner 5 days wk.
for 6 young men. Pleasant personality,
293.5933, 415 S. 12th.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Minimum
Three lines
One time

1.50

2.25

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2.75

3.00

5 lines

2.50

3.25

3.50

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each additional line

3.00

3.75

4.00

.5

Print you ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
0
n
0
O
0
El
0

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
El Services (8)
ID Transportation (9)

SUPERB PROFESSIONAL typing IBM
Elect/Thesis, term papers, resumes, &
anything offset./You’ll be blessA with
copy best,/ But not for nix or kicks, but
for your green bricks./Rania-294-3536
-345 Commercial.
TRANSPORTATION 191
RIDE WANTED from Hayward, Tues. &
Thurs. for 8:30 class. 538-1227 after 6
p.m.
RIDE NEEDED from Sunnyvale-Mountain
View-Los Altos area to SJS daily for 9:30
classes. Call Lynda, 736.4119.
PRIVATE AIRPLANE going to New York
Easter holidays & return, share expenses.
John, 297-1467 or 295-2217.

To place an ad:

Call et
Classified Adv. Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.- I 2:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

ilinsiasis

Address
Print)

For

days.

CO
WORKING GIRL WANTS ROOMMATE. Nice not with pool. Call li:
We.
Liar, 29/4686, Lveninip 296-4897.

Phone

HOUSING 151

Three times Five times

-3 lines

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

Name

One time

INCOME TAX: Let your problem become ours. Fed. & state returns. 378.3249
or 297-2347.

Enclosed is $
Start ad on
(Date)

Send in handy order blank. EnCIONI
cash or check. Make check out t.
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. En. 2465

1

